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FOREWORD

Each year the US Army purchases many new and sophisticated weapon
systems. These systems are designed and developed to rnounter specific
threats and are expected to perform at some desired level. Since the human
is a major component of most weapon systems, it is important that the
individuals who will operate and maintain the systems be considered early on
in the acquisition process.

This report uses reverse engineering to explore how the human component

of the STINGER weapon system could have been considered in the initial design
and development stages of this system. An analysis of the total STINGER
weapon system, Including the man, is conducted here. Estimates of expected
performances for the AFQT categories are determined under various scenarios.
This analysis provides an illustration of how and why the individual who will
operate and maintain a weapon must be considered early on in the acquisition
process of that system.

MA~R M. MS4
Technical Director,
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THE IMPACT OF PERSONNEL QUALITY ON STINGER WEAPON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

To determine how and if manpower and personnel issues can be considered
early on in the acquisition process of a weapon system.

Procedure:

Reverse engineering is performed on the STINGER weapon system.
Performance estimates of the operators of the STINGER are obtained for
various scenarios using the STINGER field test data. These data and
historical REDEYE performance data, which provides information on the
proficiency of individuals operating It as a function of AFQT category, are
then used to estimate the performances of the STINGER operators. Total
system effectiveness and the human component of it are related to individual
capabilities.

Findings:

The AFQT category I-IlIA Individuals in the STINGER field tests meet the
desired level of performance for only 47 percent of the operative scenarios.
The AFQT category IIIB and IV individuals, who comprise approximately 78
percent of the STINGER MOS, are projected to perform below the desired level
for all scenarios. Moreover, there is only an 11 percent chance that the
current population of the STINGER MOS meets the desired level of performance.
Furthermore, it is cost effective to recruit I-IlIA individuals to man the
STINGER if the operators launch more than one missile.

Thin analysis also illustrates that early consideration of manpower and
personnel issues were possible for the STINGER. A man/machine trade-off
analysis was possible for this system. This means that the performance
deficiencles could have been addressed in the Initial design and development
stages. For example, thp AFQT category 1113 individuals in the STINGER MOS
could have been replaced by I-IlIA individuals or they could have been
provided additional training. Another alternative is to modify the design of
the weapon or utilize a combination of these alternatives.

Utilization of findings:

Th!s analysis provides an initial boilerplate for the type of research
necessary early on in the acquisition process of a weapon system. It
demonstrates the type of feedback between designers and personnel and
manpower managers that is needed.

vii
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I. INTRODUCTION

This research report describes how personnel quality should be assessed

In the design and manning of weapon systems. A specific system (the STINGER)

e, was examined to address the following questions:

o Can personnel quality be considered in the early stages of system design?

o Will personnel quality have an impact on the design?

o How will constraints on personnel quality alter allocation policies?

The results provide an illustrative example of how these questions can

be addressed through manpower and personnel planning.

The quality of personnel and its Impact on performance i3 an increasing

* concern of the Army. Var!ous approaches can be used to examine these issues.

For example, the Army can either decrease task complexity or recruit higher

* quality personnel In order to effectively operate and maintair Its weapon

systPms,

If the quality issue is to be addressed through recruiting policies, the

Army needs to knew what its quality go41s for recruiting shoeld be. Army

pollcymaker.- rust decide how to obtain high quality personnel and allocate

them among the military occupational spec!alties (MOS). To acComplish these

objectives tho Ar-y needs to know the 4g$--grte personnel quality

requirements.

rr the personn.l quality Issu# 1.1 to bi 44dresaed by decreasing the

complexity of the taskS r"quired to ope'ate And "IntAin a weapon syst". the

design engineers neod to know the ptsersonn-.: quatty constraints within which

they must work. They can then use Vhis Inr.-ttation to Oak* trade-orrs

*between e~uipm~nt cmplexity And ptrsonnoL qu~ality. This will allow then %a

* ~~design systeots to 4chieve perror*,ance tevo~t: %Ott',- have realistic o~ete

* ~for human Dfr~~e* 1'



The need to take personnel quality Into account In both the requirements

determination and personnel acquisition processes will be ome exceedingly

critical over the next decade. Force modernization Is proceeding with

hundreds of new systems entering the'Army during the next five years.

Furthermore, the pool of quality people available for recruiting will decline
through the early 1990s bcause of lower birth rates from 1965-75. Changes

* in other factors, such as labor demand in the civilian sector, could increase

the difticulty of obtaining quality personnel.

Despite the importance of personnel quality to weapon system

performance, very little quantitative work has been done on determining the

significance of different levels of personnel quality. The Gideon Criterion

(J. Wallace, 1981) and the SCACE (Soldier Capabilities and Combat

Effectiveness, J. Toomepuu. 1982) are two studies that have been conducted In

this area. However, with the exe-eption of the data on personnel cost factors

used In the SCACE study, both studies had very limited data on the actual

relationship between personnel characteristics and combat performance. This

paPer, using a particular weapon system, discusses research on how the

*" quality of the personnel required to operate it at an acceptable level of

proficiency might have been determined. The STINGER, which is a small

portable shoulder fired anti-aircraft weapon is the weapon system considered

here. Measures of thc0 total system effectiveness, deterained from field

tests of this weapon sy.tem, are used in conjuction with a training data

report (Tubbs, 1981) on the REDEYE, the precursor of the STINGER, to esti~ste

the proficiency for Inlividuals In each AFQT category. Vtse data 4re used

to determine whothoe thi require! syst" efectiveness level can be met v~th

d€it'*erent q4,ali tt1 of personnel.

"The s-eond -wctlon provi4•s bac'ground on LVw STIKGER revvrse

ergineering approich. Strtion It: discuSses the approach u3* to vov Tt

Porsonnot quality e;,-tcts% for STINGEZR. and Section :V suMaritts tho rr.:u;ts

obtained. The rin;ak s.ct!, 4iscussr th. iaplitcations of these resuts for

P 2



II. REVERSE ENGINEERING

The current system acquisition process does not adequately address

personnel requirements In terms of quality and/or quantity. This approach

could lead to the situation in which the personnel requirements exceed the

supply of qualified recruits. It is for this reason that man/machine

trade-off analysis (M./MTA) and Front End Analysis (FEA) should be considered

early In the system acquisition process. The Army Research Institute for the

Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) has an ongoing research effort to

improve the procedures for determining and evaluating manpower requirements

of new weapon systems.

As part of this research, ARI performed an ex post facto man/machine

analysis of the STINGER weapon system with emphasis on the M/MTA and FEA

aspects. One outcome of the research effort is a determination of whether

available performance information could have been used to influence system

design. In addition, a personnel performance data base, a baseline for a

data base structure, and data sources could be established. As an integral

part of th!s total effort an analysis of the system performance of the

STINGER is performed.

III. APPROACH

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the performance of the

STINGER weapon system under different scenarios and to relate system

performances to human capabilities. The first step was to determine the

STINGER weapon system performance specifications. An examination of all

relevant documents was then conducted to identify and review performance

data. These data were then used to estimate the human component of the total

system effectiveness measure. The final and most important step was to

relate total system effectiveness and th." human component of it to individual

capabilities.

The requirements of the STINGER weapon system are stated in the Material

Need Statement and the Development Plan. Since many of the requirements of

this system are classified, It Is not po•:slble to enumerate them here. The



requirements are stated both in terms of the type of targets the system must

be able to engage and performance standards of the weapon. For example, the

Development Plan states that the system will be designed so that a skilled

operator can accomplish all required mechanical operations, from the first

step in the firing sequence to fire, within "x" seconds. (This is the system

reaction timc requirement from threat recognition to missile launch.)

The field tests used in this research are the Contractor Demonstration

and the US/FRG (Federal Republic of Germany) tests. Although there are

deficiencies in the data collected from these tests, they are sufficiently

detailed to permit analysis of performance under several scenarios. These

data will allow the estimation of the probability of proper launch against

hostile targets under each of the scenarios.

There are five factors used to determine the scenarios in this analysis:

o Visibility

o Warning status

o Engagement sector

o Aircraft type

o Flight profile location served as the surrogate measure of

visibility.

The Contractor Demonstration test was conducted in an area of the United

3tates where the visibility is good and the terrain is flat. In contrast,

the US/FRG(Federal Republic of Germany) field test was conducted under poor

visibility in a mountainous region of West Germany. The second factor

considered in scenario determination is warning status. If the operator of

the STINGER is alerted that a hostile target is approaching, the warning

status is "early warning". If there is no alert given to the operator, the

warning status is "no early warning." Engagement sector is the third factor

used for, scenario development. For our purposes, there are two engagement

the front quadrasphere and the rear quadrasphere. The fourth factor is

aircraft type. In the Contractor Demonstration test the F-7 and the A-91

were used. The F-1; and the German G-91 were used in the US/FRG test. The

last factor considered is the flight profiles of the targets. Only three

profiles are considered here. They include a non-maneuvering target with and

4
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without off-set and a maneuvering off-set target. An off-set target is one

not flying a path which passes directly over the :TINUGER gunner. All of

these factorS can substantially affect how well the STINGER will perform.

Not all of the possible scenarios are considered in this effort.

Restrictions, which reduce the number of scenarios, are imposed on the

S ., factors employed in determinin" the various scenarios. The first restriction

* is that only one flight profile .s used with the warning status "early

* warning" in determining scenarios. The second restriction is that either a

test or aircraft type, but not both, i. used in determining a scenario. As

* a result of these restrictions 32 different scenarios are possible.
*9Q

Combining factors, scenarios (which accomodate environmental

conditions), target aspect, target speed, engagement sector, and warning

- status are obtained. For each of the scenarios, the probability of

detection, evaluation, and transfer (PDET) is estimated using data from the

Contractor Demonstr 'r. and the US!FRG tests1 . This entails determining

whether the tirget is detected or identified, infrared acquisition is

* ~obtained, lock-on is accomplished, and engagement of tt.e target within the

* performance envelope of the STINGER is accomplished. POET is then the

*. proportion of times that all tasks in the firing sequen'.e are performed

correctly with respect to the total number of presentations of targets to the

STINGER gunner.

The total system erfectivenen-1 measure for the STINGER system has both a

human component and a equipment c-.:ponent. Total. system effectiveness is

etefined as:

SS " R.PDET

where Is the human cotapxrent tr he total system performance ,sre,

and RE measures the efeectlveness ,rf the equ!pmen,. The ?frectiveness of the

* equipment is taken as a given In Mis case. Given 100 percent equipment

effectiven-ss, the opoe-o! perrc--.ance required to obtain i certain leve, of

". 
1 .ince t.e C>ntr�actor . , t•st did not report its resu.ts by

alrcraft typ., It W3s not possib*, to analyze this data by aircraft type.

~ . . ...



I

total performance can be determined. Using the Material Needs Statement, in

which the required total system effectiveness level is stated, the value of

PDET which is necessary to meet. the required total eysten effectiveness can

be determined.

Figure 1 (Meister et al., 1965) illustrates how human and equipment

performance affects total system performance. The horizontal and vertical

*. axes represent measures of human and equipment performances, respectively.

Each curve indicates the relationship between human and equipment performance

"at certain levels of system performance. Hence this figure depicts total

system performarce as a function of both human and equipment performances.

Figure I can be used to determine performance levels for one of the

components given the other two. For example, assume that the equipment

- performs at the .60 level and that the desired level of performance for the

-total system is .50. Using Figure 1, an estimated human performance level. c0

at least .83 is required to me.,t the above cor'traints. This means that for

the system to perform at the .50 level, given the equipment performs at the

S.60 level, the probability that an Individual performs all actions correctly

* In the firing sequence of the STINGER must be at least .83.

The Contractor Demonstration and the US/FRG test reports on the STINGER

* weapon syst.em provide data wh1ih allow evaluation of the systfTm operators.

These data contain information on each presentation of a target which

Indicates Its flight profile, vhether It was engaged or not, and its locatlon

if It was engaged. Using Lhe•' data, it is poRssble to determine the

probability that all tasks in 'he fjlrr e wert i.errormed correctly

I.* for earh 3cenArio.

This meAns that PDET fer :he operators is este1at~d under tho variou3

scenarios for the Contractor ':..onstratlon and the US/FRG field test!.

Although several scenarii were used wtn the PDE. were determined.

there was no consideration of the different~al capability ýr IndIvid43s in

. these scenarios. The data available from th'. Contractor eo(.*ostra!1on and

the US/FRO tests do not permi' such consideration. To co;enpate for such

* 6
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*; data deficiency, it is assumed that individuals participating in these tests

are in the Armed Force Qualifying Test( AFQT) categories I-IIIA. The AFQT is

that section of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) used

to determine whether an individual is qualified for the service and

individuals in AFQT categories I-IIIA are those who score in or above the

50th percentile. AFQT categories IIIB and IV individuals are those who score

- between the 30th and 5tth and the 10th and 30th percentiles, respectively.

The above assumpt!on is not necessarily inappropriate since the individuals

* who participated in these tests were pre-selected for their abilities to

perform the firing sequence tasks for which data were being collected.

Using data from the Contractor Demonstration and the US/FRG tests as

• well as data on the performance of the REDEYE weapon system, the performance

* levels of AFQT category IIIB and IV Individuals on the STINGER are estimated.

The US Army TRADOC System Analysis Activity (TRASANA) furnished data on tests

• "conducted on the firing of the REDEYE system in 1980 by individuals in MOS

16P. These data provide information on the REDEYE proficiency of Individuals

by AFQT category, and are used in this analysis as a performance data

baseline for the STINGER system.

The REDEYE weapon system data identify the proficiency of individuals in

operating this weapon as a function of AFQT category. The probabilities that

the firing steps are performed correctly are available by AFQT categories.

Since the tasks performed by REDEYE operators are either the same or very

* similar to those performed by the STINGER operators, it is possible to

" *"extrapolate from the performance of individuals on the REDEYE weapon system

to the performance of STINGER operators.

Under the assumption that individuals who participated in the Contractor

. Demonstration and the US/FRG STINGER tests are in AFQT categories I-lilA, the

performance levels of the AFQT category IIIB and IV individuals are estimated

using the REDEYE data. First, the proportion of the performance level that

1118 and IV are of I-IIIA performance level is calculated from the REDEYE

data. These percentago.' are multiplied by the performance levels of
operators who participa'ed in the field tests of the STINGER. This provides

*estimates of the perfo-ance of 1118 and IV Individuals on the STINGER for

eaeh scenario.



IV. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This research effort shows the impact on the STINGER system

effectiveness of manning the system with operators of different AFQT

categories across different scenarios. To illustrate this impact, Table 1

is presented. (It should be noted that data limitations permitted analysis

of only 27 of the 32 possible scenarios.) In this table the effectiveness of

AFQT category I-IIIA individuals are rescaled to 100 percent. The

performance of the other AFQT categories is reported relative to the I-IIIA

individuals. For example, Table 1 indicates that when a category IIIB

individual operates the STINGER instead of someone in AFQT categories I-IlIIA

for scenario 1, there is a 13 percent decrease In the PDET estimated.

The degradation of the system varies across the scenarios for both

category I11B and category IV individuals. The percent degradation ranges

from 6 to 14 percent for AFQT category IIIB individuals and from 12 to 20

percent for category IV individuals. The median percent decreases in PDET

are 13 and 18 for AFQT categories IIIB and IV, respectively. In all

L* scenarios the degradation of the system is substantial when AFQT categories

IIIB and IV Individuals are employed instead of I-lilA Individuals. This

implies that there would be payoffs for better personnel In all cases.

For many scenarios, the projected performance by the operators for the

STINGER is not adequaite to meet the desired level. The AFQT category I-IIIA

individuals in the field tests meet the desired level of ierfori4&nce for 14

out of 27 scenarios, or 52 percent. For the scenarios for which some data

* did exist, the field test operators reached the desired level of performance

for only 17 percant or the scenarios. Moreover, the Individuals IA AFQT

categories 1118 and TV are not projected to meet the desired performance for

any of the scenarios.

Althourn APQT caitegories 1118 and IV Individuals would not meet the

desired level or perrormance, they currently comprise 78 percent of the

STINGER MOS (16S). 71iis Implies that 78 percent or the current STINGER

operators are estiza'ed to be below the desired level of oerrormance for a8 I
9



Table 1

The Percent Effective Plelstive to the I-Il1A AFQT CStegonies

AFQT CATEGORY

SCDIARIO V MIl Mm

1 100 67 82
2 t0o 89 a5

3 100 a9 52

4 100 is 83

5 100 88 S3

6 100 86 so

7 100 66 so

9 100 92 IS
10 100 94 91

10 100 57 a1
12 100 52

12 t00 89 a5
143 100 56 so

15 100 86 8S
16 too 67 t1

17 100 66 SO

18 100 67 82

19 100 ID5
20 100 s6 So
21 100 S6 so
22 to0 S O0

23 to0 58 s3

24 too 56 SO

25 100 69 8526 100 67 52
26 too 87 82

2?

;0
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scenarios. In fact, there is only about an 11 percent chance that the

current MOS 16S population will meet the desired level of performance for any

combination of the operative scenarios.

To further illustrate the impact of manning the STINGER weapon system

with different AFQT categories, a cost effectiveness analysis is conducted,

the objective of which Is to examine the cost of hitting a target with a

STINGER for two AFQT groups. Two cost factors -- the !-:%t of recruiting an

AFQT category I-IIIA individual and the cest of a STINGER missile -- are

considered here. These cost data and the performance on the STINGER during

field tests are used to compute the cost of successfully launching one and/or

more STINGERs against a hostile target.

Approximate costs are used since exact figures are unavailable. The

cost of recruiting I-lilA individuals is estimated by Armor et al. (1982) at

*. approximately $10,000. The cost of a STINGER is assumed to be $50,000.

In this analysis it is assumed that shots at hostile targets are

Independent. This implies that the probability of hitting targets has

binomial distribution. However, whether or not this distribution or rule is

the appropriate model of human performance In this instance is an open

which is beyond the scope of this research effort. In order to proceed with

the analysis, the probability distribution of hitting targets is assumed to

be binomial.

Using the performance analysis for the STINGER, deterained earlier in

thlo paper, the probability that a 1-11A ini"idjal hits exactly On* targets

w:th On* shots is determined. The earlier analysis also indicates that 1113

individuals perform 13 percent lower than I-1i1A individuals. These

performanceq measures are used wi th the cost estimates to determine the cost

per hit for both AFQT groups. Results are depicted in Figure 2. Figure 3

Indicates the relative cost per hit for the two groups. It is clear from

*: figures 7 and 3 that If the STINGER is to be rired more than once, it is cost

• effective to man It with !-IIIA individuals.

11
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V. DISCUSSION

The personnel quality requirements of a new weapon system should be

considered early In the acquisition process or that system. It is

acknowledged that the performance of operators of a system can have a

significant impact on the performance of a weapon system. Personnel quality

issues, however, were not addressed early in the acquisition process or the

STINGER weapon system. The analyses performed in this research effort

indicate that high quality personnel are required in the STINGER MOS if the

Zystem is to meet or exceed the desired leve! of total system effectiveness.

An analysis, similar to that performed in this researchi, could have estimated

these personnel quality requirements early in the acquisition process of this

weapon system.

The total system performance of the STINGER could have been analyzed

early in the acquisition process using man/marline trade-off analysis. These

analyses could have been employed to increase system performance by either

designing the equipment to be less complex, increasing standards for operator

personnel, or by a combination of both. Improveaent of system performance

via the equipment would require the engineers to redesign the weapon to

reduce the complexity of the tasks that are purforsed by the operators.

Using this method normally means that the eqtpment becomes more complex

Internally, and hence, more expensive. Care n4St also be taken not to crqate

a system that is easy to operate, but requirri high quality personnel to

maintain and repair It.

Improving system performance or the ST:'V.ER through personnel policy

could be accomplished through appropriate re-uiting and retention. This

might Involve the offering of bon!ises or oth-, inducements for high quality

Individuals to enlist and reenlist In M03 16.:. Such a policy would likely

cause additional expenses to be Incurred, ho,.'vtr. The lmprovemnt or tAe

performance or the STINGER could have also b--a addressed thr<vlih personnel

allocation policies.

14



It should be noted that the technology used to analyze the STINGER

weapon system is not readily transferable to other weapon systems. This is

not a typical system in many respects. The fundamental differmnce is that

the only human component in the equation Of system effectiveness is the

operator component. Most systems require a crew to operate them, while the

STINGER can be operated by a single gunner. The analysis of the

effectiveness of this weapon system is orders of magnitude less complicated

than most weapon systems.

These issues will cause substantially greater analysis problems for

other systeMs. Despite these problems, however, an example of the type of

research that needs to be conducted is provided. A demonstration of tie

need for feedback of personnel factors to designers In the early stages of

the acquisition process is also provided. This research effort illustrates

the importance of this type of analysis to Army personnel managers in their

efforts to Improve total Army performance throug'h selection, recruiting, and

allocation policies.
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